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Abstract. Innovative collaborative applications like Slack or Microsoft Teams have become an integral part of the working environment. The communication in teams, especially at work, is aggravated by socio-technical challenges which prohibit teams from reaching their optimal performance. This research addresses these problems and designs an enterprise communication system to actively support team interaction in order to increase team performance. Through social augmentation of the communication processes with chatbots this is achieved, leveraging cognitive-affective user states. First results of the system prototype evaluation are promising, showing an improvement of team cohesion and communication effectiveness induced through the design. Serving as indication, future steps are outlined guiding the research path for social augmentation of team communication.

Doctoral Research

“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts” (Aristotle)

Applications like Microsoft Teams and Slack have revolutionized the workplace by combining communicative, cooperative and coordinative functions into one application facilitating team work. A recent survey documented that 41%
of users expect to use Microsoft Teams in 2020 (Finnegan, 2019a). These applications have also brought new constellations of teams to the workplace plugging in chatbots into the team communication which has not been realized before in applied work practice. Slack or Telegram provide a dedicated API to enable third party developers to add their own applications which can be used to boost team collaboration (Lebeuf, Storey, & Zagalsky, 2017). Slack for example supports a community of over 200,000 weekly active developers using their API (Finnegan, 2019b) showing the immense interest in this area. Research, on the other hand, is scarce on this area of chatbots in multi-user scenarios (Seering, Luria, Kaufman, & Hammer, in print).

Simultaneously, enterprise communication systems facilitate teams working together remotely connected from different cultural origins all around the globe. These teams, commonly labelled as virtual teams (Griffith, Sawyer, & Neale, 2003), are a major component of collaboration at the workplace and their functioning without obstacles is a core driver of productive enterprises. The famous quote above of the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle paraphrases well the promise of effective teams. Google has also identified their importance and therefore started “Project Aristotle”. The study exploring factors of team effectiveness, following the quote above, confirmed the assumptions about teams and identified important factors as shared social norms and the ability of team members to recognize emotions of others (Camarote, 2019; Google, 2017).

Nevertheless, enterprise collaboration still faces great challenges and especially remote communication is one of the major breakpoints for teams to be productive. Communication serves specific informative and coordinative team needs, typically, it takes place through instant-messaging, telephone or video conferencing. These media support multi-tasking and generate interruptions (Li & Gupta, 2009), which produces stress and negative emotional wellbeing (Kushlev & Dunn, 2015). Further, it aggravates the attention (Gutwin, Bateman, Arora, & Coveney, 2017) and in succession participation in the meeting. In its structure these media show a low ability of transferring social signals and cues (Kuber & Wright, 2013), which differentiates it from face to face meetings and is one of the main sources of these challenges. In consequence, they influence the team in its development. As the core process in working virtual teams is hindered, they cannot develop their strength and productivity. Finally, the team effectiveness and performance is impaired (Powell, Piccoli, & Ives, 2004).

This research will design a system which is supporting actively communicative processes in the working environment. The system shall increase team performance and master communicative challenges through the application of matured technologies of text- and speech-based chatbots, the detection of user states and selective transmission of social signals. This research is conducted as an artifact-centric approach by designing social augmentation in an enterprise communication system for virtual teams. I pick up on social augmentation defined
as “supporting users during social interaction” (Damian & André, 2018) and focus specifically on the context of team communication. The work shall be realized through a design science research project (DSR) in two cycles. The following overall research question shall be pursued:

**How to design an enterprise communication system for virtual teams using social augmentation chatbots to overcome the challenges in virtual team communication at the workplace in order to increase team efficiency and effectiveness?**

To answer this question this research aims at providing a social augmentation of virtual team communication using chatbots. Based on the theory of media synchronicity (Dennis, Fuller, & Valacich, 2008) and team process models (Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005; Marks, Mathieu, & Zaccaro, 2001) social augmentation shall be accomplished to provide a richer virtual team communication resulting in better team performance. The cycles are further built upon the theoretical work of social signal processing (Pentland, 2007; Vinciarelli, Pantic, & Bourlard, 2009), feedback intervention theory (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996), and the computers are social actors paradigm (Nass, Steuer, & Tauber, 1994). It is known that both cognitive and affective user states play an important role in communication and are closely related factors for the mentioned challenges (Kelly & Barsade, 2001; Oatley & Johnson-Laird, 1987). Increased arousal and stress are expressions of affective states, as well as attention is for cognitive states. These shall be targeted with the system design, exemplary visualized through a prototype in figure 1 including a legend about its main components.
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First, a chatbot will be developed which is plugged into the virtual team communication. The usage of chatbots in teams as fully fledged team member shall support the team character and equipped with abilities and functionalities it can support the team. Some studies have started to investigate its application in collaborative context with auspicious results (e.g. Derrick, Read, Nguyen, Callens, & De Vreede, 2013; Tegos, Demetriadis, & Karakostas, 2011). Leveraging chatbots as foundation is providing the innovative and accelerating
aspect for the system. Second, a feedback functionality shall be designed to increase emotional and cognitive awareness of the individuals and the team (Algesheimer, Dholakia, & Gurău, 2011) employing chatbots as objective team members. Further, team cohesion can be strengthened with this approach which supports team performance. This has already been investigated in a first experimental study (Benke, Ruoff, & Maedche, currently under review). Last, the channel of communication, e.g. IM, shall be extended based on affective and cognitive user states. Usually limited in medium’s transmitting capacity the team members reveal problems in expressing themselves and transporting information, a condition for successful teams, especially for affective information. According to the mentioned study by Google members of successful teams had an high ability to read emotions of the others based on facial expressions (Camarote, 2019; Google, 2017). Using the social signal processing paradigm this research aims to help the system understand the users’ states better and provide additional information based on this. Through a team member a chatbot may be, this information will be transferred more efficient and thereby improving communication effectiveness and team performance.

Findings & Next Steps

This research focuses on the social augmentation of virtual team communication using chatbots. Based on the theory of communication (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) which is embedded in the theory of media synchronicity I apply a package of three components to expand the communication medium. Through this, I design an extension of the medium by integrating user states which have been excluded from considerations before. This enables the medium to become more user-sensitive and flexible on the team communication demands. My research is now in the process of further develop the system design and investigating it through empirical studies. First, a systematic literature review has been conducted giving an overview about collaboration technologies and their investigation upon user states in the dedicated body of literature. Additionally, a study on designing chatbots in team conversations has been published investigating chatbot design features. Results show that the chatbot design should balance both functionalities and human-like design features to achieve the best possible usefulness and ease-of-use (Rietz, Benke, & Maedche, 2019). This serves as the foundation of the following design cycles. In a second study I designed and developed a chatbot, which was plugged into virtual team communication and provided the users with feedback on their affective state. A design for presenting the feedback was derived in a pretest and the system was evaluated in an empirical experiment (see fig. 1 for the design). The results are promising as it could be shown that team cohesion and communication effectiveness was increased significantly under the treatment condition. Also individual satisfaction
was augmented significantly through the system. Both the latter ones are seen as predecessors of team performance. Though significant effects on this construct could not be observed, it indicates a positive implication for the overall dependent variable of this research.

In the future two further experimental series are planned. Firstly, a further developed and refined artefact shall be evaluated in a large field experiment on its effect on the team processes and performance. This finalizes the first design cycle of the DSR project. Secondly, the system will be expanded and evaluated focusing on the transfer of missing social signals like attention. Here as well, the goal is to conduct a large field study. This concludes the second and final cycle of the DSR project.

Expected Contribution

With this research I expect to make three theoretical and several practical contributions. On the theoretical side as main contribution, prescriptive knowledge will be acquired by designing a system for social augmentation of team communication using chatbots. Through the design principles derived in the two cycles in combination with their evaluation, concrete design knowledge of how to build such a system in detail will be generated. By doing so, a starting point of a new theory of design and action (Gregor, 2006) will be established. Through this design, the kernel theories can be tested under unexperienced context conditions. As context matters in theorizing the application of these theories have to be investigated for the combination of new scenarios and technologies like chatbots in teams. Besides prescriptive knowledge, also descriptive knowledge will be acquired as the underlying theory of media synchronicity will be extended with the implication of moderating factors as application of user states, in teams and team constellations with chatbots. On the practical side, team managers and team members as users will experience higher virtual team performance and benefit from the system when collaborating. This may have major influence on the enterprise productivity. System designers and developers receive guidance through a resulting prescriptive knowledge on how to socially augment communication systems. Finally, the results will enable better virtual team work and possibly make a small contribution to the ambitious goal of creating a better future of work.
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